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Mores et Studia
Cricket Match Reports
1st XI vs Trinity
The first senior games of the season saw the 1st XI travel to Trinity with an exciting side including 6 debutants as Lucas MacKenzie, Nikhil Malhotra, Matthew Balmain, Alex Davison, Asa Smith
and Alex O'Loughnane all donned the maroon baggy for the first
time.
Trinity won the toss and elected to bat first. Skipper, Andrew
Pomering made an early break through, but Trinity scored freely
during the powerplay. Just as Trinity threatened to build on their
excellent start, William East took a vital wicket to break the partnership.
The excellent Nikhil Malhotra (4-1-10-1) took advantage and rattled through four frugal overs to bring Langley back into the
game. Malhotra's pressure allowed Matthew Balmain to take full
advantage, finishing with figures of 4-0-26-4 including an excellent yorker and featuring a superb diving catch from Harry Roberts. A late burst from Trinity helped swell their score to 127/9 off
their 20 overs.
The Langley response began slowly, but solidly. A tidy partnership from Isaac Loader and Jack McCrossan was broken with the
score on 28. Harry Roberts joined Loader, and the pair soon
pushed the accelerator with a combination of forceful attacking
shots and deft placement. Loader peppered the Trinity pavilion
twice, whilst Roberts unfurled a series of exquisite drives and
pulls. Their partnership had just put Langley comfortably in the
driving seat when Roberts fell for 26.
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Trinity recognised this was a crucial period, with the
strike bowlers returning as they chased wickets to put
the pressure back on the visitors. The pressure told,
with both Loader and East being run out in quick succession. Trinity held their nerve, displaying some tidy
death bowling and taking wickets frequently to
squeeze home by 5 runs.
Trinity 1st XI 127/9 (20)
Balmain 4/26
Malhotra 1/10
Langley Park 1st XI 122/8 (20)
Loader 45
Roberts 26
Trinity won by 5 runs
MOM: Nikhil Malhotra
2nd XI vs Trinity
This year's senior squad has a lot of strength in depth,
and consequently Langley travelled to Trinity with one
of their strongest 2nd XIs for years.
Batting first on a glorious day, Olly Colby and Kiran
Bridges put Langley in a strong position during the
powerplay with a flurry of boundaries. Colby was fluent
throughout his knock, rotating the strike regularly and
taking advantage of any loose deliveries on his way to
his first ever half century. Olly was eventually removed
for 76 and was ably supported by Elliott Dodds who
finished on 37 not out. This helped Langley to a formidable 191/4 off their 20 overs and meant they took to
the field as heavy favourites.
On what was clearly a batting day, Langley struggled
to dent Trinity's batting line up, but were comfortable
throughout the second innings as they managed the
run rate. Samir Patel bowled with good pace, whilst
Freddie Sweeting and Archie Shipley both demonstrated good control. Ultimately, Trinity finished on 142-2
as Langley ran out comfortable winners.
Langley Park 2nd XI
191-4 (20)
Colby 76
Dodds 37*
Trinity 2nd XI
142-2
Shipley 1-21
MOM: Olly Colby
U13A vs Trinity
The U13As opened their season with their traditional
fixture versus Trinity. This always proves to be a very
tough assignment early in the season but is a very valuable fixture that challenges the squad and prepares
them for the season ahead.

Trinity's batting line up showed Langley how to build partnerships to set a formidable total. Charlie McCormack
charged in with great energy and pace and troubled the
batsmen with some fearsome deliveries. On the whole, the
boys bowled with decent control.
Trinity U13 167/3
Patrick 1/10
McCormack 1/15
Langley U13 62/10
McCormack 22
1st XI vs MCC
The MCC travelled to Langley on Thursday with a strong
team featuring a number of Kent Premier League cricketers.
The MCC batted first and made a good start with Durell
and Smith putting on a century stand despite some decent spells from the school. Alex O’Loughnane broke the
partnership with his first wicket for the 1st XI, before Asa
Smith picked up three of his own as Langley started to
work out how to bowl on a relatively slow pitch.
After a period of Langley pressure, the MCC managed to
accelerate right at the end of their innings to post a score
of 225/7 off their 40 overs.
In response, Langley struggled from the outset with the
prodigious skill of Benn reducing Langley to 10/3. However, Harry Roberts demonstrated great maturity and technique to stabilise the innings and was well supported by
1st XI debutant, Zac Desouza and later Alex Davison. Harry
repelled the MCC’s attack, and was able to take full advantage by accelerating once he had blunted the new ball
with an excellent 73.
Ultimately, the challenge was too much for the school on
this occasion, finishing 96 runs adrift of their target.
MCC 225/7 (40)
Smith 6-1-21-3
O’Loughnane 3-0-18-1
Langley Park 129/10 (30.5)
Roberts 73
Desouza 19
MCC won by 96 runs

Science

Drama

Science Club returned with great enthusiasm after
Easter! This week we built different shape columns
out of paper and were amazed when two A4 sheets
of paper, rolled into two circular column shapes,
held up 28 of our textbooks. The winning tower was
built by Edward Milanes-Damas, Anthony MilanesDamas and James Lee.
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A group of teenagers wake up in a forest with no clue
how they got there. They find themselves separated into
two different teams but have no idea what game they are
expected to play. With no food, no water and seemingly
no chance of escape, it’s only a matter of time before
things start to get drastic. But whose side are people on
and how far will they go to survive? This is a play about
human nature, the tribes we create and cannibalism.
Sign up on the notice outside Drama Studio 607.

@LPSBnews

Langley Park School For Boys

Friends
Second Hand
Uniform Sale
Saturday May 1st is a chance to
pick up some school uniform items
at bargain prices.
From 10am to 11am on that date,
we're running a second-hand uniform sale in the canteen.

@langley_park_school_for_boys

It's a chance to replace those missing sports items (where do the
sports socks disappear to????), buy
a blazer at a snip and stock up on
spare shirts. See you there.
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